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farm. But a penalty was needed to check the
prompting of land hunger, and it was found in the
" boycott/' Without the use of violence, existence
could, through the boycott, be made absolutely im-
possible for any member of the community.
The revolution was thus in essence a class war,
though many of its ugliest crimes were committed
by members of the peasantry upon other peasants :
secret societies are ruthless, and Catholic Ireland had
come to be virtually one vast secret society.    But
Parnell,  a landlord himself,  and of a family that
owed its position in Ireland to confiscation, did not
aim at ruining the landlord class.    His policy was
from the first one of state-aided land purchase.    He
desired to buy the landlords out—yet not at their
own valuation.   They naturally regarded the attack
on the rights of property as robbery.. Combination:
was met by combination.    " Emergency men " were
found to take up the boycotted farms :  and the State
at great cost gave armed protection.    The boycott
was by no means the only weapon used by the tenants :
murder grew terribly rife, and it weakened the move-:.
merit, which aimed at enlisting British sympathy for '.
the tenants and against the landlords ;   indeed the
revolution could not succeed without gaining a measure
of popular support in Great Britain, since it aimed at
carrying out its purposes by statute.    But if sympathy
was estranged, Irish eloquence in the House of Commons
at least succeeded in driving home the facts of the
Irish land system.   One of these facts was that rent
had in vast numbers of cases no just relation to the
agricultural value of the holding;   and in these cases
rent could not be earned, and was paid, and could
only be paid by, remittances from America.
The first step in the revolution was achieved when
Mr. Gladstone carried his Land Act in 1881, which set
up tribunals all over Ireland to fix a legal rent and
decreed that no tenant should be liable to eviction so
long as that rent was paid. This established the

